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The small artist who paints
big things, Lisa Twomey sees
the bare surfaces of the city
as blank canvasses awaiting a
second life. BY DIONE VAN-HEER

T

he stark white brick wall shared by
Pink Inc and Civic Smash Repairs in
Braddon is about to be transformed
into a 10x5metre work of art.
It’s the latest project of Lisa Twomey, aka
Lisa T – a name that’s increasingly recognised
among the patrons and business owners of
Lonsdale Street, Braddon, where her artwork
is brightening unexpected corners.
The petite artist is already envisioning a
50s-style pinup girl perched on a big pink
Cadillac for the project, commissioned by
Canberra CBD Ltd.
“They (Canberra CBD Ltd) were making a
joke,” she said.
“They said ‘We need to include the smash
repairs and Pink Inc… so we need cars and
ladies...maybe a lady on a car?’. Next to that
will be a big red and white picnic blanket with
big, stencilled food.
“I’ve decided to go a little Art Nouveau for
this one. I feel inspired by the style of Alphonse
Mucha and the 50s… It has nothing to do with
the fact I’ve been watching a lot of Mad Men.”
From the detailed jungle mural on the back
of itrip iskip fashion boutique to the illustrative

characters on kid’s store Lellow and the
stylised tree in Braddon’s hip new boutique
Bodi Leaf, Lisa is certainly making her mark
on the city. Her passion for art infiltrates her
everyday, and she insists she sees places and
people in colour combinations and notices
interesting compositions in arbitrary things.
“It’s not something you can step in and out
of the headspace of – it’s just something you do
all the time and think about all the time,” she
says.
Though she has an unmistakably natural
talent, the Australian National University
visual arts graduate only recently decided she
would pursue painting for a living. It may seem
a brave decision to some, and certainly the
struggling artists’ age-old juggling act between
passion and finance has weighed in. But what’s
foolhardy to some is tenacity to others.
“Usually you just sacrifice other things, like
eat nothing but beans for a while,” she says.
“It is a bit ridiculous at times, you’re kind of
living hand to mouth. My mum asks questions
about my future… It might sound ridiculous
but something tells me it’ll all be ok.”
Lisa sees open air art is a way of giving art to
the community by making it accessible outside
of institutions. In the grander scheme, she sees
it as a means of converting Australian culture
from a “not-so-visually-based culture” into one
that sees art as impacting on life in a positive
way. She says open air art can create a mood in
an area where there wouldn’t normally be one.

Lisa Twomey poised to start work on her latest project.

“You can drive past an area and it’s all
bricks and walls and you wouldn’t look twice,
and that’s how these murals can catch you off
guard,” she says.
“When I’m creating these paintings, I want
it to first grab the viewer’s attention, then
draw them into the feeling of an experience…
It makes people more aware of the space
around them, they’re forced to look at it and
reconsider it and hopefully, see it in another
light.”
Working with the medium of murals has
given the young artist a whole new set of skills.
“It’s training in succinctness,” she says.
“The elements dry the paint quickly, so
it forces you to move quickly. And with
something that big you’ve got to plot it out,
then step back and look at it, otherwise you
can lose perspective – especially when you’re
painting people, you can get really strange
proportions.”
With the first strokes barely marking
out the pink Cadillac, Lisa is already fixing
those big green eyes on scoring a place in
the soon-to-come installation and mural at
Lonsdale Roasters. The installation is the latest
endeavour of the ‘Here and There’ artists
collective, which features prominent local
artists Shellaine Godbold, Poppy Malik, Helani
Laisk, Dan Edwards and more. The collective
will lure open air art further up Lonsdale
Street; and Lisa’s head is already swimming
with ideas.
“You do it for the pleasure you get while
you’re painting, the satisfaction you get when
you step back and see a finished piece and the
way it affects an audience,” she says.
“It’s about everyone experiencing the world
in a different way.”
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